RESEARCH GEOENGINEERING
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GeoEngineering is the intentional
manipulation of the weather.
It’s changing the Earth’s atmosphere and
polluting the environment.
GeoEngineering has been ongoing for a
century. However, the People never gave
consent for fake weather. Such reckless
interventions are an affront to our rights and
extremely damaging to life on Earth. Please
support this effort to protect our environment,
natural resources, wildlife and the health of the
people of The United States of America.

The Protection of USA’s Environment and
Public Health and Safety must become
the highest priority, not an afterthought.
We can do this with a

CLEAN ATMOSPHERE ACT.
Whether you’re a Democrat, Republican, Green,
Libertarian, Independent, Progressive or other,
we must do more to prevent pollution.
Regulations are essential to protect and
preserve everyone’s right to breathe clean,
healthy air and prohibit harmful pollution.
Deployments of GeoEngineering contaminants
including cloud-seeding aerosols and
radiofrequency / microwave (RF/MW) radiation
emissions, subject our Earth to highly unnatural
hazards.

STOP BEING USED LIKE A LAB RAT

The WEATHER is being
MANIPULATED by
many DIFFERENT
TECHNIQUES, none of
which are regulated.

FACT: Solid dry ice – CO2 – is
intentionally released via aircraft for
“cloud-seeding”. If CO2 is harmful,
why is it being released in huge
amounts all over the Earth?

PRIMARY FOCUS
#1
To provide rigorous civilian oversight,
leadership, and correction of the currently
unregulated U.S. military and corporate
programs degrading human health and the
environment, in the USA and internationally.
#2
The introduction and swift passage of a
CLEAN ATMOSPHERE ACT
implementing a process and procedure to
prohibit hazardous emissions and penalize
polluters, including, without limitation, those
engaged in large-scale environmental
manipulations through GeoEngineering (GE),
Weather Modification (WM), and Cloud Seeding (CS) operations, with the release of
harmful substances and physical agents.
#3
For the quick reduction and ultimate
elimination of hazardous emissions.

WHY DOES CHINA HAVE A

WEATHER MODIFICATION
OFFICE THAT EMPLOYS

Over 40,000 PEOPLE?
China is attempting to create a
freshwater supply by producing
man-made rain over a landmass

3 TIMES THE SIZE OF
SPAIN.
.

Does the US know about this?
Of course. The US invented it.

LEARN MORE AT:
ZeroGeoEngineering.com
Americans4ZeroGeoEngineering.com
Scientists4WiredTech.com
Americans4acleanatmosphere.com
.

CONTACT@americans4acleanatmosphere.com

